Identification of small molecule ligands that bind to proteins is a critical step in drug discovery. Computational methods have been developed to accelerate the prediction of protein-ligand binding, but often depend on 3D protein structures. As only a limited number of protein 3D structures have been resolved, the ability to predict protein-ligand interactions without relying on a 3D representation would be highly valuable. We use an interpretable confidence-rated boosting algorithm to predict protein-ligand interactions with high accuracy from ligand chemical substructures and protein 1D sequence motifs, without relying on 3D protein structures. We compare several protein motif definitions, assess generalization of our model's predictions to unseen proteins and ligands, demonstrate recovery of well established interactions and identify globally predictive protein-ligand motif pairs. By bridging biological and chemical perspectives, we demonstrate that it is possible to predict protein-ligand interactions using only motif-based features and that interpretation of these features can reveal new insights into the molecular mechanics underlying each interaction. Our work also lays a foundation to explore more predictive feature sets and sophisticated machine learning approaches as well as other applications, such as predicting unintended interactions or the effects of mutations.
Introduction

Decreasing returns in drug discovery pipelines
Return on investment in drug discovery efforts continues to decline, an observation that has been called Eroom's law, or Moore's law spelled backward [Scannell 2012 ]. Despite the use of high-throughput drug screens and increasingly sophisticated experimental and computational methods, many compounds that initially appear promising fail in later stages of testing after substantial investment has already been made. Predicting drug efficacy and toxicity as early as possible is of great advantage in an increasingly difficult drug discovery pipeline.
Existing methods for prediction of protein-ligand interactions
The most cost-effective procedure for screening compounds at any early stage would enable computational methods before more expensive, time-consuming experiments in vitro or in animals. There have been numerous efforts to computationally predict protein-ligand interactions (often referred to as quantitative structure-activity relationship or QSAR models). However, many of these methods rely on solved 3D structures to locate the binding pocket or other key features of the protein [Wang et al. 2014 , Ragoz et al 2016, Ewing et al. 2001 , Leach et al. 2006 , Liang et al. 2003 ]. However only a small proportion of proteins, mapping to around 5,000 unique genes, with complete amino acid sequences have resolved 3D crystal structures [Berman et al. 2000 , Hicks et al. 2017 . Thus, as an alternative to secondary or tertiary protein structure, we explore the use of features derived directly from known 1D sequences of proteins to describe the protein in the absence of structural information. This approach allows us to train models spanning a much larger collection of proteins.
Unlike methods relying on 3D structure, we featurize 1D protein sequences using protein motifs (amino acid-based) and ligand motifs (substructure-based) and learn combinations of these motif pairs that underlie each protein-ligand interaction. It is known that protein-ligand binding largely occurs at a single broad site (i.e. the binding pocket) in the protein and a specific set of atoms in the ligand. If we can successfully learn the properties of these molecular interfaces in the form of motif interactions, we could potentially screen for interactions for proteins that lack well annotated crystal structures.
Several methods have attempted to predict protein-ligand interactions without 3D structural data. One class of methods [Jacob and Vert 2008] uses the therapeutic class of a protein in conjunction with the chemical structure of the ligand. Other classes of methods [Campillos et al. 2008 ] follow a "guilt by association" principle by trying to determine similarity of an uncharacterized compound to other compounds with known targets. Both of these methods rely on existing annotated knowledge that limit extension to classes of uncharacterized proteins. We show that we are able to use sequence-based features of proteins and structurebased features of ligands to predict protein-ligand interactions without depending on existing targets or similar annotations.
The primary advantage of our approach is that it relies only on protein and ligand motifs without needing crystallized structures or direct comparisons to well understood proteinligand interactions. In addition, we are able to look at which protein-ligand motif pairs combine together in a given interaction, thereby localizing the interaction to key parts of the protein and ligand. This work also lays a foundation to use the same motif-based approach to predict unintended secondary interactions of a compound, which is useful as many drugs also fail for such off-target effects. Further extensions enabled by reducing interactions to key motifs are assessing the impact of mutations through their effect on essential motifs underlying the interaction and predicting which protein variants are most susceptible to altered drug binding. In order to eliminate identical or nearly-identical interactions, we compared all protein sequences to each other using pairwise BLAST (blastp), and grouped proteins having >90% identity. This resulted in 16,357 proteins and 25,118 ligands with a total of 62,561 positive interactions. We sampled protein-ligand pairs for training and test sets using different crossvalidation strategies (see Section 2.5) to have a 1:100 imbalance of positives to negatives. The data set as a whole contains ~0.1% positives, but we found improved training and feasible construction of cross-validation folds with a 1:100 imbalance.
Methods
Data set
Protein Featurization
We used a bag-of-features representation for protein sequences, which does not preserve sequential order of features. We explored several different types of features to represent protein sequences. We used conserved signatures, defined by Prosite motifs [Hulo et al. 2008] and Pfam domains [Finn et al. 2006] . Prosite motifs include biologically meaningful residues, including but not limited to binding domains, post-translational modification sites and other active sites. Pfam domains are conserved protein domains based on multiple alignments and hidden Markov model profiles. We used two types of Prosite domains: "all Prosite" (all original motifs) and "short Prosite" motifs that exclude any motifs longer than 50 amino acids in order to avoid motifs that cover a majority of the protein. We trained models on all three motif types. Our featurizations resulted in 1,472 unique Prosite motifs, 1,071 short Prosite motifs and 3,324 Pfam motifs after limiting only to motifs that appeared in our data set. Each protein has an average of 5.8 all Prosite motifs, 1.5 short Prosite motifs and 1.5 Pfam motifs.
Ligand Featurization
We also used a bag-of-features representation for ligands. To featurize ligands we used structural signatures, also known as chemical substructures. PubChem [Kim et al. 2005 ] makes freely available a set of 554 substructures in the SMARTS format [Weininger 1988 ] that can be scanned in the ligand. 299 of these substructures were present in at least one compound in our full set of protein-ligand interactions. Ligands had an average of 22.8 substructure motif features.
Boosting Model
Our classification task was set up as the prediction of a binary matrix of protein-ligand interactions from paired feature sets of proteins and ligands, one for each dimension of the interaction matrix. Proteins are represented by the presence/absence of a set of protein motifs. Ligands are represented by the presence/absence of a set of ligand motifs. This formulation of the learning problem thus involves three binary matrices: matrix I for interactions of size (# proteins, # ligands) that we try to predict from matrix P for protein features of size (# proteins, # protein motifs) and matrix L for ligand features of size (# ligands, # ligand motifs). Figure 1 illustrates the data set up.
To learn the prediction function, we use an algorithm known as MEDUSA [Kundaje et al. 2008 ] based on confidence-rated boosting algorithms [Schapire et al. 1999 ] and specifically optimized for learning from factorized paired interacting feature spaces. We implemented the algorithm as an efficient, parallelized software package called PFBoost [ Greenside et al. 2017 ]. The algorithm iteratively minimizes the exponential loss to learn the structure and composition of a model known as an Alternating Decision Tree (ADT), which is a marginbased generalization of decision trees [ Figure 1 ]. The algorithm begins with an empty ADT. All training examples are initially assigned an equal weight. Iteratively, (i) the algorithm learns a rule (called a splitter node) which is a simple binary predictor based on the presence of a protein motif-ligand motif pair (shown as rectangle boxes in Figure 1 , Right), with an associated score (shown as ovals prediction nodes in Figure 1, Right) , that minimizes the exponential loss across all training examples; and (ii) learns the optimal position for the rule to be added to the current structure of the ADT, either to the root prediction node or conditionally following another prediction node elsewhere in the ADT. After each iteration, the training examples are re-weighted according to the error in the current predictions to prioritize finding rules for incorrectly predicted examples in the subsequent iterations.
A path in the ADT is defined as any subset of contiguous, connected nodes from the root node down to a terminal node. Each path captures conditional dependencies in the rules. A training/test example can satisfy a rule (presence/absence of a motif-pair) encoded in a node in a path only if the example satisfies all the rules in the nodes that precede it in the path, i.e. the example has all the motif-pair rules in the preceding nodes. The final ADT model is thus an ensemble of conditional rules that allow a quantitative 'prediction score' on a proteinligand example as the sum of the scores of all rules in valid paths that the example satisfies. The sign of the prediction score indicates the predicted binary output (interaction or no interaction) and the magnitude indicates the confidence of prediction.
This setup lends itself naturally to the prediction of a protein-ligand interaction as a function of combinations of protein motif-ligand motif pairs that are involved in the interaction. In our efficient, parallelized implementation, we further take advantage of linear algebra tricks involving sparse matrix operations that can implicitly compute the loss of all pairs of motif features at each boosting iteration without explicitly storing the outer product of the two feature spaces [Kundaje et al. 2008 ]. These optimizations allow us to scale to large datasets.
Cross Validation Approaches
We used cross validation in order to assess our model's ability to predict held out proteinligand interactions. In order to avoid inflated performance, we also clustered proteins based on their homology (see Section 2.1) into mutually exclusive groups and made sure that proteins belonging to the same group did not occur in the same training or testing folds. We used 10-fold cross validation, and we implemented four cross validation approaches to appropriately evaluate our ability to generalize to different categories of data:
1.
Random holdout: We randomly sample entries in the target matrix to hold out. This results in seeing the same proteins and ligands in both training and test sets although not the same combinations.
2.
Column holdout: We randomly sample some columns (ligands) to hold out entirely from the training set.
3.
Row holdout: We randomly sample some rows (proteins) to hold out entirely from the training set.
4.
Quadrant holdout: We randomly sample some columns (ligands) and rows (proteins) to hold out entirely from the training set.
Results
Model Performance
We trained our models for 4,000 iterations after observing that performance begins to plateau around that point [ Figure 2 ]. Due to the significant class imbalance of the dataset we evaluated our predictive accuracy with auROC and auPRC. Boosting is well known for its inherent resistance of overfitting. We observe high performance for random holdout with minimal overfitting [ Table 1 ]. However, a more interesting question is how well the model performs when entire classes of ligands and proteins are held out. As expected we observe a larger degree of overfitting when holding out groups of proteins or ligands as opposed to random entries [ Table 1 ], but the model seemed to generalize quite well to held out ligands and had more difficulty with held out proteins. This result could be partly explained by sparse featurization of proteins as well as the grouping of homologous proteins into common cross-validation folds.
We compared different types of motif feature sets for proteins -all Prosite, Pfam and short Prosite motifs -and we found that highest predictive power is achieved with all Prosite motifs by only a small amount. This is likely at least partly due to the larger number of Prosite motifs per protein, which give a richer featurization. As a result, we performed all downstream analysis on the model trained with all Prosite motifs and random holdout.
Most predictive motif features
The ADT model has all the advantages of a boosting-based ensemble method but also retains interpretability since it is a single generalized tree structure in contrast to the more standard boosted ensemble of decision trees. We analyzed the ADT to identify predictive protein motifs, ligand motifs and interactions of protein motifs and ligand motifs. We found that 595 of 1,472 Prosite protein motifs and 237 of 299 ligand substructure motifs were selected by the algorithm at some node in the model. We can directly assess how much each feature (protein or ligand motif) or feature pair (protein motif-ligand motif pair) in the ADT contributed to the overall margin of prediction (true label*prediction score) for each example by computing the difference in the margin score before and after nullifying the contribution of all nodes from the ADT containing the feature or feature pair. This essentially deletes these nodes from the ADT and re-computes the prediction as though they did not exist. We rank each protein motif-ligand motif pair from most to least "important" by its total effect on the prediction margin [ Table 2 ]. We also separately compute the margin scores for each protein motif and ligand motif, separating out those that contributed to a positive or negative prediction.
To determine whether the margin scores for each feature were significant, we computed empirical p-values by shuffling the target matrix 100 times and calculating the number of times the feature's margin score was greater than or equal to the set of margin scores for all features over all permuted matrices. This resulted in 2149 significant nodes or protein-ligand motifs pairs that significantly contributed to a positive protein-ligand interaction.
Known positive examples
Our margin-ranked features and feature pairs identified many compelling protein-ligand motif pairs that explain known protein-ligand interactions. 
Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase -Chloramphenicol-In
another example, we found that PS00100, which is Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase, binds C(-Cl)(-Cl). C(-Cl)(-Cl) is a substructure of Chloramphenicol [ Figure 4 ] and Chloramphenicol is the target of Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase.
3.3.3.
Transthyretin -T4-We found PS00768 paired to substructure motif Oc1c(Br)cccc1. PS00768 is transthyretin, a thyroid hormone-binding protein that is known to transport thyroxine (T4) from the bloodstream to the brain [Sigrist et al. 2012] . The substructure Oc1c(Br)cccc1 is 2-bromophenol, which looks just like one of the key substructures in thyroxine with one halogen replaced for another [ Figure 5 ].
Interpreting ADT Paths
3.4.1. Path lengths-While it is encouraging to see many well known interactions explained by specific protein-ligand motifs, it is even more interesting to understand how these motif pairs combine with each other. Each path of size n in the ADT represents a combination of n protein motifs paired with n ligand motifs that additively give a final prediction of an interaction. When there is little interaction between features we often see stumps or short paths, but many paths in our model showed predictive combinations of up to 9 motif pairs [ Figure 6 ].
3.4.2.
Protein kinase C -Phosphatidylserine-One such compelling example is a path of length 6 consisting of 4 ligand substructures (2 repeated in different nodes) all paired with PS00005, which is Protein kinase C phosphorylation site. Protein kinase C binds phosphatidylserine [Newton 1995] . The four unique ligand substructures were P(-O)(=O), C(~C)(~O), P(~O)(~O), and O=C-C-N, all of which resemble substructures of phosphatidylserine [ Figure 7 ].
Discussion
We have presented a method to predict protein-ligand interactions from only protein sequence motifs and ligand substructure motifs, without relying on 3D structure of proteins or known targets. This is one of the few methods that bridges chemical knowledge of ligand structures with biological knowledge of protein sequence in order to predict interactions between the two with high accuracy. In addition to demonstrating that it is possible to predict protein-ligand interactions using only motif-based featurizations, we further demonstrate that it is possible to extend our predictions to entirely held out ligands and also, although to a lesser extent, held out proteins.
We then demonstrate that we are able to interpret protein and ligand motif features from the model. There is limited existing knowledge on how individual motifs in ligands and proteins interact with one another in a given protein-ligand interaction without a 3D structure. We show that some of the pairs that we recover as most important in the model are actually known pairings from crystallized structures and thus our predictions may extend to noncrystallized structures. We also show how we can rapidly propose hypotheses about essential motif pairs with predictive pairings from our boosting model. In future work, we would like to extend the same modeling effort to predict interactions that may be off-target effects, although it is much harder to obtain enough confident training labels in that application. Learning curve over 4,000 iterations for prediction with all Prosite motifs and random holdout. Chloramphenicol (A) and substructure C(-Cl)(-Cl) (B), which was paired with Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase in our model. Distribution of path lengths in the ADT model suggests many interactions between proteinligand motif pairs. Table 1 Performance for all types of cross validation and for the three protein feature sets. Table 2 Top 10 nodes in the ADT for contribution to the margin of prediction for positive interactions. 
